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Good evening, and thank you for this opportunity to help launch our panel discussion focussing on Canada and 
the Indo-Pacific region.

I’ve been looking forward to this for some time because it allows us to do some fresh thinking about Canadian 
foreign policy. While the notion of an Indo-Pacific region isn’t at all new, Canada has been slow to embrace it, to 
look at a very important part of the world from a different perspective.

Indeed, simply making the effort to think carefully about foreign policy options has rarely been more important, 
or urgent.

We’re at the close of a long year, 12 months and then some, during which we’ve been compelled to re-examine 
our relationship with a country that has become, arguably, our second most important partner. I speak, of 
course, of China. 

More than that, it has been a year during which Canadian foreign policy itself has been on trial.

We’ve been reminded of our vulnerability to China’s economic coercion and, worse, of its willingness to use our 
own citizens as hostages.

We’ve been shown, repeatedly and to our great cost, the dangers of a foreign policy that is largely reactive. Too 
often, our “comprehensive engagement” of China has been an excuse for foreign policy on auto-pilot, in which 
we seem to go along to get along, and in which flattery often replaces facts.
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We’ve been divided as a country. We have a China lobby, one that includes a who’s who of former ministers 
and mandarins, extolling the economic importance of our relationship with Beijing, while a growing number of 
China sceptics worry that any financial benefits from China tend to be selectively  and strategically distributed, 
and come, ultimately, at the peril of our very autonomy as a nation.

Perhaps most worrying is that the government has appeared to endorse both sides of this debate, although not, 
fortunately, at the same time. But we’ve seen little evidence of new thinking, little inclination by Ottawa to work 
out how we deal with a country that is both an important partner and an adversary.

So, while it is timely indeed to consider renewing our foreign policy focus, starting with a broader and less 
China-centric view of Asia, all of it, and the Pacific, we should first ensure that we’ve internalized the lessons 
of the past year. 

A successful Canadian engagement of the Indo-Pacific region involves a lot more than spinning the globe and 
tweaking ministerial travel schedules.

But taking the time to get it right offers us the opportu-
nity to move from a foreign policy that is broken, unre-
alistic and inadequate, to something that truly advances 
our interests and protects us, to the extent possible, from 
threats to our security, prosperity and well being.

Let me assert at the outset that I am very confident we 
can do this. We’ve managed to do it before, albeit incon-
sistently. And while reaching that level again, and staying 
there, will be a major challenge, it’s one that we’re up to.

It occurs to me that I’ve just also described the Toronto 
Maple Leafs’ prospects for making the playoffs. 

Real foreign policy involves thinking clearly about who 
and what we are as a country, about a limited number of 
achievable objectives, about national assets and liabilities, 
and about partners, e.g., who they are, what they want 
and where they’re going.

And it’s about spending at least as much time listening, interpreting and understanding, as broadcasting and 
lecturing. 

We’re rightly proud of our skills as multilateralists, but that often masks the fact that we can be fickle and incon-
sistent bilateralists. A regional strategy is of no use if it isn’t anchored in a network of strong, country-to-country 
relationships. 

And although our partners are too polite to say this, that means something more than having a minister show up 
to assert that “Canada is back” every few years.

Trade is absolutely central to our agenda, but a successful strategy has to be about more than trade. It’s also 
about our security, and the security of our closest allies.

And let’s be absolutely honest here. You can’t aspire to any real status in the Indo-Pacific region without a ro-
bust, expeditionary military capability, one that is perceived by our allies to be both credible and beneficial

“A successful Canadian 
engagement of the 
Indo-Pacific region 
involves a lot more than 
spinning the globe and 
tweaking ministerial 
travel schedules. 
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This points to the hard truth that strong and effective foreign policy is an outgrowth of strong and effective do-
mestic policy, meaning a sound economy, healthy national institutions and national infrastructure, and, yes, the 
willingness to invest, and invest significantly, in our own security and defence. 

Finally, we should by no means recreate in an Indo-Pacific strategy the errors of our Asia-Pacific strategy, which, 
at its most threadbare, has become little more than an uncritical, unexamined and unbalanced China policy.

Make no mistake, it is late in the day. But it’s not too late to get things right, particularly since the kind of thought-
ful, focussed and carefully informed approach that we need to bring to our policy in the Indo-Pacific is the very 
approach that should characterize Canadian foreign policy writ large.

I can think of no better place to start. 

Let’s begin by paying India the respect of seeing it as it is, rather than as it exists in our Canadian imaginations. 
And let’s be confident enough to understand that while we will agree about many things, we will disagree about 
others. 

Our ability to understand India was eroded during years in which we substituted lectures for dialogue, and dur-
ing which we viewed India through the very narrow prism of its relationship with Pakistan.

Unfortunately, we’re in danger of replacing an arrogant and aloof approach to India with a cringeworthy kind of 
neediness that is deservedly being rebuffed by New Delhi.

We should not force the pace of relationship building, but take the time to identify shared objectives. These obvi-
ously include trade, education, and science and technology cooperation, but they should also include enhanced 
defence cooperation and a renewal of dialogue and trust on broader security issues. 

We should be more ambitious about our relationships with Japan and Korea, both of which have strong founda-
tions but unfinished superstructures. Both deserve consistent, high-level Canadian attention.

We can do far, far more with Taiwan, even within the constraints of the One China policy. This requires more en-
ergy, imagination and courage on our part, but it could also benefit from greater effort by Taiwan to understand 
our priorities and perspectives, and to see us as something more than America in miniature.

My time as head of mission in Taipei left me deeply impressed by Taiwan’s democracy, by its vibrant civil society, 
and by the many opportunities it offers for cooperation with Canada.

We should view Australia and New Zealand, not just as Commonwealth partners, but also as charter members 
in a global community of democratic middle powers, all of whom have a stake in pushing back against Chinese 
coercion, pressure and interference.

We should aspire to a multi-faceted, anchoring relationship with Singapore that has among its objectives contrib-
uting to the restoration of our credibility within ASEAN.

And, finally, no Canadian engagement of Asia, however we describe it, can exclude China. But we do need to 
shift from our present policy of comprehensive engagement, to an approach that is much more selective and 
carefully managed. One that is more balanced, aligned with our interests and attuned to our vulnerabilities. 

This is, of course, the same discipline that should characterize our approach to the entire region, whatever side 
we view it from. Getting it right would represent a first step in the direction of real foreign policy, of taking re-
sponsibility for navigating our Canadian course in a new world. 

We can do this! It’s time to begin the conversation!
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Critically Acclaimed, 
Award-Winning Institute
The Macdonald-Laurier Institute fills a gap 
in Canada’s democratic infrastructure by 
focusing our work on the full range of issues 
that fall under Ottawa’s jurisdiction.

•  One of the top five think tanks in Canada and 
No. 1 in Ottawa according to the University of 
Pennsylvania.

•  Cited by five present and former Canadian Prime 
Ministers, as well as by David Cameron, the 
British Prime Minister.
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of America’s Shadow, won the Sir Antony Fisher 
International Memorial Award in 2011.
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100 most influential people in Ottawa.
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Ideas Change the World

Independent and non-partisan, the Macdonald-
Laurier Institute is increasingly recognized as 
the thought leader on national issues in Canada, 
prodding governments, opinion leaders and the 
general public to accept nothing but the very 
best public policy solutions for the challenges 
Canada faces.

“The study by Brian Lee Crowley and Ken Coates is a 
‘home run’. The analysis by Douglas Bland will make many 
uncomfortable but it is a wake up call that must be read.” 
former Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin on MLI’s project on 
Aboriginal people and the natural resource economy.
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What Do We Do?
When you change how people think, you change 
what they want and how they act. That is why thought 
leadership is essential in every field. At MLI, we strip away 
the complexity that makes policy issues unintelligible and 
present them in a way that leads to action, to better quality 
policy decisions, to more effective government, and to a more 
focused pursuit of the national interest of all Canadians. MLI is 
the only non-partisan, independent national public policy think 
tank based in Ottawa that focuses on the full range of issues 
that fall under the jurisdiction of the federal government.

What Is in a Name?
The Macdonald-Laurier Institute exists not merely to 
burnish the splendid legacy of two towering figures 
in Canadian history – Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir 
Wilfrid Laurier – but to renew that legacy. A Tory and 
a Grit, an English speaker and a French speaker – these two 
men represent the very best of Canada’s fine political tradition. 
As prime minister, each championed the values that led to 
Canada assuming her place as one of the world’s leading 
democracies. We will continue to vigorously uphold these 
values, the cornerstones of our nation. 

Working for a Better Canada 
Good policy doesn’t just happen; it requires good 
ideas, hard work, and being in the right place at 
the right time. In other words, it requires MLI. We 
pride ourselves on independence, and accept no funding 
from the government for our research. If you value our 
work and if you believe in the possibility of a better 
Canada, consider making a tax-deductible donation. The 
Macdonald-Laurier Institute is a registered charity.

Our Issues

The Institute undertakes 
an impressive program of 
thought leadership on public 
policy. Some of the issues we 
have tackled recently include:

•  Aboriginal people and the 
management of our natural 
resources;

•  Making Canada’s justice  
system more fair and efficient;

•  Defending Canada’s  
innovators and creators;

•  Controlling government debt  
at all levels;

•  Advancing Canada’s interests 
abroad;

•  Ottawa’s regulation of foreign 
investment; and

•  How to fix Canadian health 
care.

About the Macdonald-Laurier Institute

For more information visit: www.MacdonaldLaurier.ca
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Oldest Profession or Oldest Oppression? 

CONTACT US:   Macdonald-Laurier Institute 
323 Chapel Street, Suite #300 

 Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
 K1N 7Z2

TELEPHONE:  (613) 482-8327

WEBSITE:  www.MacdonaldLaurier.ca

CONNECT  
WITH US: @MLInstitute

www.facebook.com/ 
MacdonaldLaurierInstitute

www.youtube.com/ 
MLInstitute

What people are saying 
about the Macdonald-
Laurier Institute

In five short years, the institute has 
established itself as a steady source of 
high-quality research and thoughtful 
policy analysis here in our nation’s 
capital. Inspired by Canada’s deep-
rooted intellectual tradition of ordered 
liberty – as exemplified by Macdonald 
and Laurier – the institute is making 
unique contributions to federal public 
policy and discourse. Please accept my 
best wishes for a memorable anniversary 
celebration and continued success.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE STEPHEN HARPER

The Macdonald-Laurier Institute is an 
important source of fact and opinion for 
so many, including me. Everything they 
tackle is accomplished in great depth 
and furthers the public policy debate in 
Canada. Happy Anniversary, this is but 
the beginning.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE PAUL MARTIN

In its mere five years of existence, the 
Macdonald-Laurier Institute, under 
the erudite Brian Lee Crowley’s vibrant 
leadership, has, through its various 
publications and public events, forged a 
reputation for brilliance and originality 
in areas of vital concern to Canadians: 
from all aspects of the economy to health 
care reform, aboriginal affairs, justice, 
and national security.

BARBARA KAY, NATIONAL POST COLUMNIST

Intelligent and informed debate 
contributes to a stronger, healthier and 
more competitive Canadian society. In 
five short years the Macdonald-Laurier 
Institute has emerged as a significant 
and respected voice in the shaping of 
public policy. On a wide range of issues 
important to our country’s future, 
Brian Lee Crowley and his team are 
making a difference. 
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